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Ratio Analysis: Problems and Solutions | Accounting
Question: In a certain room, there are 28 women and 21 men. What is the ratio of men to women? What is the ratio of women to the total number of people? Solution: Men : women = 21 : 28 = 3:4. Women : total
number of people = 28 : 49 = 4 : 7 . Question: In a group, the ratio of doctors to lawyers is 5:4. If the total number of people in the group is 72, what is the number of lawyers in the group?
Ratio Scale: Definition, Characteristics and Examples ...
Exercise :: Ratio and Proportion - General Questions. Let the shares of A, B, C and D be Rs. 5 x, Rs. 2 x, Rs. 4 x and Rs. 3 x respectively. B's share = Rs. 2 x = Rs. (2 x 1000) = Rs. 2000. Seats for Mathematics, Physics
and Biology in a school are in the ratio 5 : 7 : 8. There is a proposal to increase these seats by 40%,...
IXL | Write a ratio: word problems | 6th grade math
Let's look at some sample ratio questions. Sometimes, you need to identify a ratio from a given set of information. Let's say you're going through your clothes and you have eight shirts, 12 skirts ...
Ratio and Proportion Questions & Word Problems | GMAT GRE ...
Examples of Questions on Ratio Analysis. A: Multiple Choice Questions. 1. Which of the following is considered a profitability measure? Days sales in inventory. Fixed asset turnover. Price-earnings ratio. Cash coverage
ratio. Return on Assets. 2. Firm A has a Return on Equity (ROE) equal to 24%, while firm B has an ROE of 15% during the same year.
Nominal Ordinal Interval Ratio & Cardinal: Examples ...
A ratio scale is the most informative scale as it tends to tell about the order and number of the object between the values of the scale. The most common examples of ratio scale are height, money, age, weight etc.
With respect to market research, the common examples that are observed are sales, price, number of customers, market share etc.
Examples of Questions on Ratio Analysis
Examples: Age.* Weight. Height. Sales Figures. Ruler measurements. Income earned in a week. Years of education. Number of children. *It could be argued that age isn’t on the ratio scale, as age 0 is culturally
determined. For example, Chinese people also have a nominal age, which is tricky to calculate. 5. Cardinal Numbers
Financial Ratios Quiz and Test | AccountingCoach
Choose the ratio that goes with a picture of two quantities like apples and bananas. If you're seeing this message, it means we're having trouble loading external resources on our website. If you're behind a web filter,
please make sure that the domains *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org are unblocked.
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Equivalent ratio word problems (practice) | Khan Academy. If you're seeing this message, it means we're having trouble loading external resources on our website. If you're behind a web filter, please make sure that the
domains *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org are unblocked.
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Nominal, Ordinal, Interval, Ratio Scales with Examples ...
Ratios can be scaled up/cancelled down like fractions, i.e. as long as you multiply/divide both parts of a ratio by the same number (sometimes referred to as a scale factor) then the ratio stays the same. For example, if
your recipe contains 400g of sugar and 200g of butter, then this is still the ratio 2:1, because if we divide both the values ...
Ratio and Proportion - Aptitude Questions and Answers
Ratio Scale Examples. The following questions fall under the Ratio Scale category: What is your daughter’s current height? Less than 5 feet. 5 feet 1 inch – 5 feet 5 inches; 5 feet 6 inches- 6 feet; More than 6 feet; What
is your weight in kilograms? Less than 50 kilograms; 51- 70 kilograms; 71- 90 kilograms; 91-110 kilograms; More than 110 kilograms
Equivalent ratio word problems (practice) | Khan Academy
The main things to be aware about for ratio problems are: Change the quantities to the same unit if necessary. Write the items in the ratio as a fraction. Make sure that you have the same items in the numerator and
denominator. Ratio problems: Two-term Ratios. Example 1: In a bag of red and green sweets, the ratio of red sweets to green sweets is 3:4.
Ratio Word Problems (solutions, examples, videos)
The examples so far have been "part-to-part" (comparing one part to another part). But a ratio can also show a part compared to the whole lot . Example: There are 5 pups, 2 are boys, and 3 are girls
Basic ratios (practice) | Khan Academy
Improve your math knowledge with free questions in "Write a ratio: word problems" and thousands of other math skills.
Ratio Questions | Worksheets and Revision | MME
Financial ratio analysis compares relationships between financial statement accounts to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a company. Financial ratios are usually split into seven main categories: liquidity,
solvency, efficiency, profitability, equity, market prospects, investment leverage, and coverage.
Ratios
ADVERTISEMENTS: Here is a compilation of top thirteen accounting problems on ratio analysis with its relevant solutions. Problem 1: The following is the Balance Sheet of a company as on 31st March: Problem 2: From
the following particulars found in the Trading, Profit and Loss Account of A Company Ltd., work out the operation ratio […]
Proportions
For multiple-choice and true/false questions, simply press or click on what you think is the correct answer. For fill-in-the-blank questions press or click on the blank space provided. If you have difficulty answering the
following questions, learn more about this topic by reading our Financial Ratios (Explanation).
Liquidity Ratios | Example | My Accounting Course
For example concrete is made by mixing cement, sand, stones and water. A typical mix of cement, sand and stones is written as a ratio, such as 1:2:6 . We can multiply all values by the same amount and still have the
same ratio.
Ratio example problems
product ratio: Consider that the odds ratio for a lack of disease in non-obese individuals (0.333) is equivalent to the reciprocal of the odds ratio for the presence of disease in non-obese individuals (3.00, as calculated in
the previous example). This advantageous property holds for all odds ratios.
Relative Risk and Odds Ratios Examples
Liquidity ratios analyze the ability of a company to pay off both its current liabilities as they become due as well as their long-term liabilities as they become current. In other words, these ratios show the cash levels of
a company and the ability to turn other assets into cash to pay off liabilities and other current obligations.
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